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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 70 In Our 97th Year
'THE BALLARD COMPLEX in the new Murray-Calloway County Park is
rapidly taking shape as shown in this aerial photo of the complex. Park
director Gary Hohman predicted that the ballfields would be ready for use
by June 1. The fields are, going clockwise from lower right, Little League,
Jesse Stuart as a boy will be the focus
of a special Reader's Theatre
production to be presented at Murray
State University twice on Wednesdsay,
March 24.
Entitled "Recollections of a Ken-
tucky Mountain Childhood," the per-
formances at 10 a. m. and 8:30 p. in. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center will be under
the direction of Katie Paschall of
Puryear, Tenn., Route 2, a graduate
student in speech who is the recipient of
the first Jesse Stuart Fellowship
presented by Murray State last sum-
mer.
Open to the public at no admission
charge, the production sponsored by Pi
Phi Delta oral interpretation society is
centered on the relationship between
the Greenup County author and poet
and his father and mother.
Miss Paschall, who put the Stuart
literature together into a script, said
she chose the theme because she has
found in her Stuart research a con-
tinuing thread of reference to the in-
fluence of his parents on his life.
Material for the script, which is tied
together by a narrative, was gleaned
from five Stuart works — "God's
Oddling," a novel about his father, a
popular poem entitled "Kentucky Is My
Land," an article he once wrote about
his mother, and two short stories.
Cast members include: Paul Moffett,
an eighth grade student at Murray
Middle School, who plays Jesse as a
boy; Grey Hurt, a Paducah graduate
student, who plays Jesse's father;
Marcy Maddox, a Sturgis graduate
student, who plays Jesse's mother;
Cindy Davis, Murray junior, who plays
Jesse's sister Sophia; and Mac
Chamblin, Belleville, Ill., senior, who
plays Jesse as a man. Brad Holbrook,
Lexington senior, is the narrator.
Others involved in the production are
Jack Crook, a Greenville graduate
student, and Mark Barnett, Mayfield
junior, who provide music for the
production, and Mike Edgerly,
Owensboro senior, the sound director,
and Dave Dowdy, Brentwood, Mo.,
senior, the lighting director and set
director.
Miss Paschall was awarded the $3,000
Stuart Fellowship on the basis of her
proposal "to bring the life, character,
and literature of Jesse Stuart to
regional audiences through the medium
of oral interpretation.
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon March 23, 1976
Men's Softball, Women's Softball and Pony League. The bilking in the cen-
ter of the complex will be a combination concession stand, restrooms and
scorekeepers' boxes that will serve all four fields. The photo is taken from
the south side of the new park (looking north). Staff Aerial Photo by David HO
She was selected as the fellowship
recipient by a five-member campuc,
committee.
Miss Paschall, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Winfred Paschall of Puryear,
Tenn., Route 2, said she is scheduling
appearances for lectures, readings, and
performances based on Stuart and his
writings for the remainder of the school
year.
"As I have researched Jesse Stuar
and his writings for almost a year, I
have admired him more and more,
she observed. "Considering the dirt
poor background he came from and the
success he has achieved, he is certainly
a remarkable man. And even though he
has reached extremely high goals he
set for himself, he has hardly changed
at all."
Stuart, who will return to the campus
this summer to conduct the sixth Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop,
holds an honorary Doctor of Pedagogy
degree conferred on him by Murray
State.
His collection of manuscripts,
papers, and memorabilia is housed in
the three-room Jesse Stuart Suite in the
main library on the campus.
Spirit Of America
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Uttering a silent prayer before his
meal, Mark Johnson is apparently
depending on help from above, as well
as the goodness of people here on heart.
Johnson is in the middle of "'The Walk
For Freedom," a 9,000 mile trek in this
Bicentennial Year, that started in
Wells, Maine, on January 1.
So far, Johnson has not spent one
penny on himself, instead relying on
"the goodness of the people I meet," to
provide him withfood and lodging.
Johnson is walking through all 50
states, never entering the same state
twice. He had first planned to be
finished by July 4, but now has his
doubts about finishing even by Labor
Day. He has been through 21 states as of
today, and his journey brought him
through Murray early this morning.
He started down the Atlantic Coast,
went through the Gulf States, and is
headed toward the Great Lake States
now. When the /2-year old college
sophomore began his journey, it was
minus 12 degrees in Irving, Mass., and
he had to stop often "to thaw out."
He makes his home in North
Carolina, and he dropped off his heavy
winter coats there, when he met his
parents earlier this year. He will see
Johnson's 9,000 mile walk them again next weekend.
His family was "kind of skeptical atthrough 50 states brought himthrough hurray this morning loitn_ first." but now support him, morally at
least. in hisson started in Maine and plans to one-of-a-kind trip. He has
worn out two pairs of tennis shoes, and'conclude his journey in Los Angeles. one pair of 41111111bat boots so far, and isflaSt Photo by IliwW HI his f—on Gunn ir of shoes.
Johnson walks about three and one
third miles per hour, on the average,
and laces to average about 30 miles per
day. Before beginning this trip, he had
hitchiked through the 411 states in 141-2
days.
He began the trip because of the
difficulty of obtaining "rides." "Most of
the people I meet are pretty nice,' he
observed. I'm trying to prove there are
still good people all over the U.S."
It looks like he's doing it.
To date, Mark has spent the night in
10 jails, five fire halls, two municipal
buildings, two cars, one pickup truck.
two colleges, one school bus, one
church, several private homes, and.
yes, even an airplane. He has never
been arrested, the jails were just the
only beds available from ci t
authorities in those towns.
Mark isn't a bum, and he's no)
looking for handouts; he just relies on
the generosity of the people he en-
counters. There evidently are still
plenty of good people around, because
he's gained five pounds since he
started, up now to 152.
The former track and wrestling
athelte will end his trip in Los Angeles,
except for the 50th state, and he's not
saying how he's going to get there.
Maybe it's not for everyone, out Mark
Johnson is having a good um at it, and
is spreading his philosophy on the
goodness of people as he gos, so
perhaps it isn't a waste of time.
As he puts it, "The Spirit of America
still lives."
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — More
bills introduced, fewer passed. That's
the statistical story of the 1976 Ken-
tucky legislature.
An informal and incomplete count
shows 860 House bills were offered in
the session just ended, compared with
870 in the 1974 session.
There were in the same period 385
measures introduced in ;the Senate,
compared with 356 in the session two
years ago.
But only 187 House bills appear to
have been passed in 1976 in contrast to
253 in 1974. Most measures originate in
the House because they must when
funding is called for.
In the Senate 114 measures were
approved compared with 133 two years
ago.
These figures all apply to bills before
any were vetoed by a governor, who has
power within 10 days after final
adjournment also to sign them or let
them become law without his signature.
Anywhere from 10 to 20 bills likely
will be vetoed by Gov. Julian Carroll.
The 48 getting that treatment in
1970--with a Republican governor and a
Democratic legislature—may have
been a record.
Since the current Democratic ad-
ministration had firm control over the
Democrat-dominated 1976 General
Assembly, the likelihood is that fewer
bills objectionable to it were passed,
and hence would be vetoed.
All new laws become effective June
19 unless they contain an emergency
(See Legislature, Page 10)
Fair and Cool
Fair and cool tonight, low in the low
to upper 40s. Increasing cloudiness,
windy and warmer Wednesday, high in
the low to mid 70s. Thursday mostly
cloudy and mild with a chance of
showers.




How well are Calloway County
residents managing their financial
affairs these days? How much do they
owe in the form of installment debt?
To what extent are they making use
of the credit available to them to
purchase automobiles, furniture, dish-
washers and the like and to finance
improvements on their homes?
For sometime, local consumers have
been budgeting themselves quite
carefully, reacting to inflation,
unemployment and other economic
factors.
In the last few months, however, with
the pickup in the economic recovery,
they have become more expansive in
their spending, buying the cars and
other big-ticket items that they had
long been wanting.
In the process they have added
somewhat to their consumer debt, a
favorable sign, indicating an upturn in
business activity and a return of con-
fidence.
In Calloway County, based upon Itical
income and spending figures and upon
national economic studies by the
Federal Reserve Board and others, the
overall debt load is estimated at
$17,302,000.
This includes automobile loans,
credit extended for the purchase of
other consumer goods, personal loans
and loans for home repair and
modernization. It does not include
mortgage debt, charge accounts or
single payment loans.
The debt load locally figures out to
$1,600 per family. That is the
mathematical average. However, since
some families have no debt at all, the
amount owed by those that do is
somewhat greater.
In general, more than $1 out of every
$7 that the average American family
has left after paying its personal taxes
goes toward the repayment of its in-
stallment debt, which totaled $161.82
billion at the end of December.
In Calloway County, this repayment
rate comes to approximately ;135 per
month per family on average.
Is this too big a burden? Not ac-
cording to the figures. As seen by the
Financial Digest, a bank publication,
from the standpoint of take-home pay,
it would seem that consumers still have
substantial amounts of untapped
borrowing power they can use to assist
them in making additional purchases."
Calloway County High School Students who will attend the Older Youth
Conference at Washington, D. C. April 11-17 are, left to right, Laura Jarrett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett, Kim Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Smith, Penny Lockhart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Lockhart, Kevin
Scruggs, son of Mr. and Mn. Gene Scruggs, Debra Tucker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Tucker, and Jo Beth Norwood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Ed Norwood. The six youths have exhiWted their leadership abilities in 4-H
and will help implement citizenship and the total 4-H concept in their
home communities on their return home.
Planning Meeting For Cystic
Fibrosis Fund Raiser Slated
A planning meeting for the Cystic
Fibrosis Jog-Bike-A-Thon will be held
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the community
room of the Federal Savings and Loan
Building, local Cystic Fibrosis chair-
man Mike Brandon announced today.
All persons who are interested in
volunteer work in the fund-raising drive
are urged to attend.
The date has been set for the Jog-
Bike-A-Thon. It will begin at 9 a.m. on
April 17.
• "there are many students who do not
have a bicycle and we feel that there
are a lot of people who would enjoy
jogging the course," Brandon said.
The course will be two-miles long and
can be ridden or jogged as many times
as the participant wishes. Participants
are required to pick up pledge forms a
week or so before the event.
Then after running or riding the
route, they will return to their in-
dividual sponsors and collect the money
pledged per mile. All money collected
must be turned in no later than 10 days
after the event.
Contributions are determined by the
number of miles ridden or jogged
Prizes will be awarded to the top
three money collectors. Also, the
Kentucky Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
will give a tee-shirt to any jogger or
rider who turns in $25 or more.
"We realize there are so many worth-
wile organizations seeking con-
tributions," Brandon said. "But cystic
fibrosis is a disease that mainly affects
children and we just hope we can get
many people involved in our Jog-Bike-
A-Thon," Brandon added.
Brandon also annotInced the ap-
pointment of J. D. Williams of Murray
as co-chairman.
Williams, the "voice of the Racers,'•
is employed as a sports announcer for
WNBS Radio and is the station
manager for WKMS-FM.
For additional information on the
Jog-Bike-A-Thon, contact Williams at
7534005 or Brandon 753-6977.




Gamma Gamma Chapter Meets
At Home Of Mrs. Stubblefield
The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
sorority met at the home of
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield on
Thursday, March 11.
Members repeated the




New officers for the 1976-77
year will be elected at the next
meeting on Thursday, March
25.
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield
was the hostess for the
evening and also was in
charge of the program which
gave members very good
ideas on different items they
could make for the Mothers
Day Bazaar which will be held
during the first part of May.
The next meeting will be
Atnericans eat 10 times more
:imiest than the Japanese, but
:in Uruguay and New Zealand
the average person eats
more meat than the average
American!
held at the home of Mrs. Linda
Rogers with Mrs. Joretta







The Senior Citizens of the
Hazel Community met on
Wednesday, March 10, at one
p.m. at the Hazel Community
Center to do quilting.
The quilt, when finished,
will be presented to the Hazel
Woman's Club for sale or
raffle with the money received
to be used for improvement of
the Hazel Community Center.
Participants in the project
were Rose Outland, Fannie
Owen, Hazel Alton, Odelle
Alton, Martha Oliver, Versie
Trees, Lula Allbritton, Mamie
Bogard, Mattie Buster, Lochie
Cathcart, Mary Turnbow,




HERPES VIRUS NOW A
COMMON VENEREAL
DISEASE
Little known ten years ago it has become almost as
common as syphillis and gonnorrhea. And, genital
herpes can have serious consequences. Children born
to mothers suffering from this type of herpes can
develop %to Natal herpes which is most often fatal.
Also, there appears to be evidence that women with
herpes run a greater risk of developing cervical cancer.
Right now there is neither a certain treatment or
cure for genital herpes. Although researchers feel that
eventuatly a vaccine may be the answer, none is close
to development.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs Per Week















Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
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Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G. Rogers of Almo Route One announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their only daughter, Cindy, to Michael Eugene Hicks, son of Robert
Hicks of New Concord and Annette Hicks of 502 Elm Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is now a senior at Calloway County High School. She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Luvena Lovett and the late Seclley Clay Lovett of Murray Route Three, and Mrs. Oina
Camp of Murray and the late Henry Rogers. Great grandparents are Mrs. Edna Donelson and
the late Lee Andrew Donelson of Murray Route Three and James Tebe Suiter and the late Sula
Suiter of Murray.
Mr. Hicks is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Lawrence, Sr., of Hazel and Mrs. Evelyn
Wilkerson of Murray and the late Leland Hicks.
The marriage will be solemnized on Friday, April 9, at seven p.m. at the Bethel United
Methodist Church on Murray Route Three with Rev. Julian Warren officiating. No formal in-
vitations will be sent. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
P.E.O. Chapter Has
Meeting On Saturday
Mrs. Edward M. Nunnellee
and Mrs. James Berhow,
Mayfield, were co-hostesses
for the monthly luncheon of
Chapter M of P.E.O. Satur-
day, March 20. The meeting
was in the Nunnellee home.
Invocation was giveh by Mrs.
Olga Freeman, president.
The hostesses served a
beautiful yellow cake
decorated with candles and
marguerites in observance of
Chapter M's twelfth birthday.
Mrs. Freeman conducted a
business meeting following
the luncheon. The devotion
was given by the chaplain.
Mrs. Edith Heise.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette.
Guard, and Mrs. Morgan Sisk,
Treasurer, were installed as
local officers by Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, state president.
The afternoon program on
physical fitness was presented
by Mrs. Paul W. Sturm. She
was assisted in demon-




Edith Heise, Olga Freeman.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Maurice
Christopher, A. C. LaFollette.
Harry Sparks, Lawrence
Philpot, Paul Sturm, Morgan
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Sisk, Miss Ann Herron and
Mrs. Nunnellee. Although
assisting in the hostess duties,
Mrs. Berhow was unable to be
present because of family
illness.
BARNETT GIRL
Sgt. and Mrs. Kenneth W.
Barnett are the parents of a
baby girl, Tracy Rena,
weighing nine pounds two
ounces, born on Thursday,
March 18, at the Fort Cam-
pbell Hospital.
The father is stationed with
the Army in Newulm, Ger-
many. They have another
daughter, Stacy Michelle, age
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Barnett of Hazel
and Mr. and Mrs. Priestly
Scott of Dover, Tenn. Great
grandparents are Mrs. 0. L.
Parrish of Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Robert Scott of Huntingdon,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lowes
Smotherman of Hazel. A great
great grandmother is Mrs.
Hattie Paschall of Hazel.
CARTER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harold
Carter of Paris, Term., are the
parents of a baby boy, Eiric
Lane, weighing seven pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Thursday, March 18, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. W
H. Carter and the late Mr.
Carter of Paris, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lane of Big
Sandy, Tenn.
DUNN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Reid
Dunn of Dexter Route One are
the parents of a baby boy,
Trice Reid, born on Tuesday,
March 16, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
SHANKLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Lynn
Shankle of 606 Memorial
Drive, Paris, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby boy, Chad
Alan, weighing seven pounds
nine ounces, born on Thur-
sday, March 18, at the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tenn
Maternal grandparents are
Mrs Nevil Workman and
Ralph Workman of Paris,
Tenn., and paternal grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Shankle of Cottage Grove,
Tenn
Program, B&PW Meet
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
met Thursday, March 18 at the
Murray Woman's Club House





conducted the business and
made the announcements.
Several members of the
Murray club attended the  
Spring District I. meeting in
Princeton Sunday March 21.
Dottie Rogers was welcomed
as a new member.
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
former state treasurer, gave
the program on "The Foun-
dation." She introduced, by
the way of slides, to her
audience the workings of the
Foundation by the National
Federation of Business &
Professional Women's Clubs
She showed how women are
helping women through the
organization. Over $85,000
each year is given in








chill, Myrtle Wall Erwin and
Nancy Patterson. Other
Mrs. Shoemaker Gives COOKING
IS FUN
By CECILY BROWNSTONEmembers present were: Associated Press Food EditorLaurine Doran, Willina Hall, SUNDAY TEA
Betty Lou Hill, Ruth Lassiter,. Nutbread Sandwiches
Evelyn Lockhart, Ola Mae Tea with Lemon or Milk
Robtrts, Doris Rowland, NUTBREAD SANDWICHES
Larue Spann, Mildred Stalls,
Madelle Talent, Lucille
Thurman, Odelle Vance,
Euple Ward, Bobbie Waters,
Frances Whitnell, Elaine
- Brown, and Dottie Rogers.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Jerry Dean York of




2 tablespoons light cream
or milk
1-3rd cup golden or dark
raisins, chopped
Thinly sliced nutbread
Beat together the cream
cheese, light cream and raisins.
Makes about 3/4 cup. Use as a
spread for sandwiches made
Paducah. from the nutbread.
The Hiding Place is not included in Dollar Nite!
MOVIES IN M
541 No Bus 141
I Thru 4/7 I
CE:11
Central
Vie make House Calls
\'\\,\"'\71;1\77 \\\\T\
Just Dial 753-1919 ask for
‘‘ EMERGENCY"
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Wedding Is Postponed
The wedding of Miss
Pamela Lynn Newsome to
Daniel Ray Turnage
scheduled for 7:00 p.m.,
March 27, at Kirksey United
Methodist Church, has had to
be postponed temporarily on
account of the illness of Miss
Newsome.
This will serve notice to her
friends and relatives of thanks
for the courtesies of all
preparations made to date,
and an invitation to watch for






1976 Standards 5 Day Vocation Bible School Matarials.










Offering qualified instruction and use of






Tau Phi Lambda will meet
at the home of Glenda Smith
with Paula Cook as cohostess.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Opera workshop per-
formances will be at Farrell
Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Bea Walker and Janelle
Doyle Groups of First Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs. G.
T. Lilly at 7 30p.m.
Wednesday, March 24
Activities for Senior Citizens
will be at North Second Street
Community Center at one
p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens




Band, directed by Paul
Shahan, will be at 8:45 and ten
a.m. at Lovett auditorium.
MSC Amateur Radio Club
will meet at Ham Shack at
seven p.m.
The National Congress on
Volunteerism and Citizenship,
1976, a vehicle for the ex-
pression and resolution of
citizen concerns through
voluntary action will hold a
Local Forum in Calloway
County at 1:15 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Student Union Building,
Rooms 3 and 4. Citizens
wishing to speak out on local
and national problems are
urged to attend the meeting.
For information call 753-1421
or 7534362.
John Deere offers a choice of 6 power sizes-from
8 to 19.9 hp-and 3-speed, variable-speed, or
hydrostatic transmission. Handsome styling
encloses the engine for a really quiet ride. Color-
coded controls are near at hand. The 3-dimensional
instrument panel is easy to read.
Factory List $1773




West Kentiocky's Margin Contsr





100 Tablets $1.49 Value
Wednesday, March 24
Student movies will be
shown at University School
Auditorium at six p.m.
Admission is fifty cents for
one or both.
Open house will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to three p.m. at
the Art Department of Murray
High School.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Stuart
Poston as chairman of the
hostesses. Mrs. B. D. Hall and
Mrs. Howard Koenen are
hostesses for bridge at 9:30
a. m.
Thursday, March 25
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court. House at
7: 30 p.m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Brass Choir Concert,
directed by Prof. David
Elliott, will be at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building,
MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, March 25
Mrs. George Hart will be
hostess for the Magazine Club
at 2 30 p.m.
National Organization for
Women (Now ) will meet at the




World," will be at University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Admission by student ticket or
fifty cents.
Friday, March 26
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.
NARFE members and




Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 'Mangle Inn at 6:30
p.m. for a family style dinner.
Saturday, March 27
Pamela Lynn Newsome-
Daniel Ray Turnage wedding
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church postponed due to
Illness.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a




Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will be at




WESTPORT, Conn. (AP) -
The average American employe
probably spends from one to
four hours a day reading mate-
rial necessary to the perform-
ance of his job, according to
the Evelyn Wood Reading Dy-
namics Institute.
If this employe works 40
hours a week and earns $12,000
a year, he is being paid $2,400
to 86,000 a year just for read-
ing, the institute estimates. On
this basis, the institute, which
specializes in instruction in new
speed-reading techniques, cal-
culates that if such an employe
could triple his reading speed
he could provide his employer
with between $1,600 and 84,000







Baby Girl Thomas (mother
Ethel), Hale Tr. Ct., No. 27,
Murray, Baby Boy Pierce
(mother Donna), Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Baby Boy Carter
(mother Patricia), Box 613,
Paris, Tn., Baby Girl Jones
(mother Brenda), E-5 Murray
Manor Apts., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Abby G. Phillips,
Phillips Rd., Benton, Robert
Lovins, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Molly B. King, Rt. 1, Box 214,
Murray, Mrs. LaDean
McCuiston, Rt. 5, Murray,
Miss Lachelle M. Filbeck, Box
89, Hazel, Mrs. S. Carol
Holcomb, 1716 Holiday Dr.,
Murray, Brent H. Newport,
Rt. 1, Box 172, Puryear,
Mrs. Mildred L. Warner and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Polly L McAttee, 6184 Marsh
Rd., Haslett, Mich., Edgar E.
Campbell, Fern Terrace lAg.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Salentine, Rt. 3, Box 256,
Murray, Mrs. Ola B. Starks,
Box 11, Hazel, William H.
Hollan, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
March 19, 1976
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Arnold (moth*
Laura Ann), Rt. 1, Box 283,
Almo.
DISMISSALS
Joshua F. Riley, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Amos Tackett, 801 N.
20th., Murray, Mrs. Gail R.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Box 133, Almo,
Mrs. Ernestine Edwards, 621
Broad, Murray, Miss Bonnie
Ftaye Lyons, 415 N. 5th.,
Murray, Miss Nancy
Copeland, 1704 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred L.
Jones, 507 Whitnell, Murray,
Bruce L. Oakley, Rt. 1, Almo,
David Price, Box 7573 White
Hall, MSU, Mrs. Mary K.
Humphreys, 805 Bagwell,
Murray, Mrs. Denise M.
Cashion, Box 13, Kirksey,
Miss Tonya Hughes, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Tena T. Payne,
211 College Cts., Murray, Miss
Melva R. Holt, 1406 Johnson,
Murray, Hillery H. Johnson,
Rt. 6, Paris, Tn., Ralph L.
Cutshaw, Rt. 1, New Concord,
Ronald M. Williams, Rt. 1,
Box 404, Springville, Tn.,
Willis Rodgers, 507 S. 8th.,
Murray, George Dudley, Rt. 1,
Box 105, Springville, Tn.
BelAir Shopping Canter
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
1-6 Sundays
Ph: 753-8304
WHY PAY MORE FOR PRESCRIPTIONS WHEN YOU
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You Save 81' At Say-Rite
Fletcher's Castoria
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Are the citizens of states,
counties and cities to remain
puppets on the Washington
string?
- -7( Congress seems to think local
citizens can't be cut loose. Wit-




First scene of the Punch and
Judy show goes like this: A bill
Is introduced calling for
f:zenewal of general revenue
!aharing for 5 antlh'"years. The
legislation provides predictable
funding for long-range
budgeting to states, counties
and cities. Funds are simply a
return of a portion of federal in-
come taxes to the communities
based on a formula. That for-
mula considers state and local
- needs such as poverty level,
taxes and population. How this
money is spent is decided by
• citizens of state, county and
city governments There are
few strings attached.
Scene two: House sub-
committee begins voting on the
bill. A 7-6 majority says: Let's
just give states, counties and
cities the money for one year at
a time. Congress should control
local spending. We don't trust
citizens of local government to
spend it for what they need. We
know what they need.
Scene three: A Congressional
minority says: We think states,
counties and cities know how to
budget. Grass roots govern-
ment is the balance of power in
the federal system. Let the
governments closest to the
people decide how to vend tbat
tax dollars.
Closing scene: This is the yet
unwritten part for state, county
and city government. It asks:
Are the strings necessary?
Does Washington have the best
answers? A chorus of local
voices for long term revenue
sharing can change votes. Sin-
ce 1972 when the program was
first authorized, more than $30
billion will have been paid to
nearly 39,000 state, county and
city governments. The
program expires Dec. 31, 1976.
The end of the show is close at
hand. Will the grass roots write
the finale or will Washington?
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R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
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Garrott's Galley
In The Spring Some Of Us
Turn To Thoughts Of Golf
By M. C. Garrott
I had hoped to have used this before
he got away, but by now he is probabl
back home from the Gulf Coast
Tommy Chrisp, one of the pill rollers
down at Houston-McDevitt Clinic and a
local golfer of some note, set himself a
course record the other day at the
Murray Country Club when he toured
the temporary nine-hole layout in a one-
under-par 35.
Until then, his claim to fame had been
a broken ankle suffered while spec-
tating at the annual Shrine Tournament
from the bed of a pickup truck on the
second time around, however, he
returned to earth and his normal game
with a 45-nine over par. But the 35 had
made his day, his week, his life.
Apparently, Tommy was just tuning
up for his few days of golfing in the sun
down at Biloxi, Miss., where he faced
such formidable opponents last week as
Ted and Bob Billington, Gene
McCutcheon, Don Grogan, Lawrence
Philpot, Walter Jones and Dick Orr.
There! At last I have found an op-
portunity to use Dick Orr's name in one
of these columns. He has been on my
back for a year to say something nice
about him, but until this moment no
-sueh oppOrtunity ever present lt itself
to do so. I just hope all Richard's putts
were short ones and that he came home
in a good mood. •
++++++
The golf season never rolls around
that I don't remember one of the most
unusual rounds of golf I ever played. It
was in the late summer of 1945 and I
was in the Army at Marseilles on the
Mediterranean in Southern Fence.
World War II was over in Europe.
Germany had thrown in the towel four
months earlier, and our unit had
completed its processing for the long
trip by sea across the South Atlantic,
through the Panama Canal and across
the Pacific to the Philippines. The Japs
hadn't quit. Someone felt we were
needed over there to fight them, too.
We were in a big staging area at
Marseilles waiting for a boat, and we
had plenty of time on our hands. All of
our equipment had long since been
*--shippeclealiws day I was lying on a wok
when one of the fellows burst in with the
news that he had found a golf course
where we could play. He had even -seen
it. It was like a breath from home'
+++++++
Within minutes we had a foursome,
rounded up a jeep and rushed to the
course. We found it was run by the USO
or some sort of Special Troops strictly
for the entertainment of fellows like us
- on the way out.
The rub came when we got ready to
play. Understandably, they only had a
few clubs or golf balls. They gave us
four clubs, one for each of us. We had a
Bible Thought
Because thy lovingkindness is bet-
ter than life, my lips shall praise
thee. Psalm 633.
Everything we have is a precious
gift from a loving God.
Isn't It The Truth
This is the Age of Unreason, when
man puts four headlights where two
will do, sometimes takes two and three
wives in succession when one might
have been enough, or too many, and
tinkers with his food, his health and his
mind until he becomes convinced that
only through politics will he find
salvation.
Vialp
. : Look in the section in which
,Y1:411' birthday comes and find
; what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
What you think will be as
ipiporbuit as how you act and
:Ted. Control emotion', stress
•optimism, let your natural
esuberance for living shine in
the right corners.
lAURUS
'(',Apr. 21 to May 21)
• ; Don't cross others heedlessly
when they are disturbed.
urdess a matter is truly urgent.
Re especially tactful when
de.aling with members of the
opposite sex.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1114111.-
Strongly favorable Mercury
Influences Your quick thinking
and ability to 6*w speedy (and
eccurate) esieetnelens can
make this day a Mg one
friA
CANCER
(June 22 to July M)
Don't blow up trifles beyond
all proportion, and DO be
careful not to misjudge others.
You could get the wrong angle
on their activities through your
own misinterpretation.
LEO
(July 7A to Aug. 23) 44g
On a second look at day's
program, you may recognize
new dimensions, variances you
did not know existed - more
opportunities for advancement.
So take that second look!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 73) IP‘ii
Especially favored now:
Success in handling the affairs
of others, personal interests,
travel. You can accomplish a
great deal under this day's
influences.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) lain
Do whatever you can to
facilitate work projects. Don't
bank on achieving more than
usual gains, and you may be
surprised with more than you
expect.
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
New and diversified activities
incticated. Review recent efforts
to guide you in formulating
upcoming plans. Avoid drawing
hasty conclusioes, however.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(4-$
Curb possible erratic ten-
dencies. In your usual com-
petent manner, direct your
activities and interests into
constructive channels.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Serious thought should be
given to serious steps. In-
sufficient knowledge could
muse needless failure. Do not
try to justify the flaws in your
thinking. Eliminate them.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Your active Mind should
relish this stimulating day.
Creative writing, literary pow-
suits generally and educational
matters should hold special
interest.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C'
Self-reliance and optimism
stimulated. Seek better un-
derstanding with associates
Promote sound ventures. Some
spending may be necessary to
Insure gains.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and have a
wide range of talents from
which you can choose a lively
and successful career: art,
theater, music, publishing,
business and finance, to name
but a few You are inclined to be
materialistic. Luxury is your
goal and you frequently attain it
- but sometimes at the expense
of personal happiness. Act on
your intuitions - they far
surpass your reasoning powers
Birthdate of: Wm. Morrie, Eng.









wood club of some kind, a 5-iron, a 9-
iron and a putter. We were each given
one ball. "U you lose that, you're out of
luck," said the fellow checking us out.
"That's all you get unless you find one
on the course."
And that's the way we played. We'd
all hit with the wood club, and if it
looked like we might lose a ball we'd
take turns going out ahead and seeing
where the others' tee shots wound up
then run back to the tee and hit while
they watched.
Then we'd swap the clubs around,
hitting all the way to the greens by
taking turns with the club closest to the
one we actually needed for the distance
involved. It got hilarious. hut I (4,0
recall any of us losing a ball - evidence
of our hawkeye caddying days in
earlier years.
++++++
There was a small irrigation ditch
running across several of the fairways,
I recall, that gave some of the fellows
anxious moments. It was a concrete,
trough-like affair about 18 inches wide
and about a foot deep. Water was
rushing along in it a mile a minute.
If your ball happened to roll into that,
run_at angle to the ditch
• downstream ar Catch the ball aift
came bobbing along in the water - that
is, if you were lucky. If you happened to
fail to see it and miss it, you were out of
business.
It was a common sight to see one of
the soldiers let out a yell, throw down
his club and race off toward the ditch to
try to retrieve his ball.
++++++
It was fun, though, and what a good
feeling it was to swing at a golf ball way_
over there in that foreign land.
It was a nice course and well kept
considering the circumstances. There
were, I recall, three wreckages of
crashed German aircraft on the course
- one right in front of one of the greens.
You had to shoot blind to the flag, up
and over the wreckage to the green.
They had just left the planes where
they plowed into the ground, and the
grass and weeds had rown up .iround
and in them.
Arghis time of the year when the
farmers and the golfers start their
spring plowing, it's good to remember
rounds like that.
OPINION PAGE]








SENATOR PAUL J. FANNIN (Ariz.)
". . . The American businessman (and
farmer) is drowning in a sea of Federal
paperwork. There is widespread public
frustration over the growing tide of
endless small print, multipage forms
that must be studied, filled out and
filed, raising the suspicion that Uncle
Sam is really Big Brother who no longer
trusts responsible citizens...
"The Congress has found it ncessary
to establish the Commission on Federal
Paperwork, an independent body which
is supposed to study the paperwork
probelm and recommend changes in
Federal information policies and
practices...
"The Commission on Federal
Paperwork has given us an idea of how
serious the paperwork problem really
is, and I quote some of their stati.sitcs:"
Business with 50 employees or less
complete approximately 75 to 80 types
of forms.
A company with 40,000 employees
maintains about 125 file drawers of
records to meet Federal Reporting
requirements.-
stations filed 45 pounds of forms fee a
license renewal application.
10 Years Ago
The Murray State University Rifle
Team won the Kentucky League Rifle
Championship for this year.
Mrs. Michael Rayburn, the former
Gayle Douglass, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Douglass of Murray,
received her Ph. D in accounting from
Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, La., at the close of the first
semester.
Jerry Speight of Jasper, Ind., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight of
Murray, has been awarded first place
for the prize winning design for a
centennial seal for the Jasper Cen-
tennial. He is married to the former
Sonia Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Jones of Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. David
Key and Mrs. L T. Hill.
Cathy Christopher was honored with
a party on her Ilth birthday by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. P.
Christopher.
.4.91,1111Sr
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A big oil company files 409 reports to
45 different Federal agencies, ex-
cluding tax reports.
Another big oil company spends $17
million and uses 475 persons full time to
file reports to the Federal government,
excluding all tax reporting.
Each year the Federal government
issues a 2-mile high stack of quarterly
wage report forms.
Bayard University employs 26 people
full time to complete paperwork at a
cost of $300,000.
A typical small business with a gross
under $30,000 is required to file 53 tax
forms.
The State of Maryland refused a
$60,000 HEW grant for a consumer
education program because costs of
completing forms would approximate
75 per cent of the grant.
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
With the Federal Income tax deadline
fast approaching, most Americans will
be faced with the Short Forms, the
Long Forms, Schedule A & B, Schedule
C, Schedule D. Schedule E & R, Ad
nauseam,
20 Years Ago
Army Pvt. William C. Cothran
recently graduated from the Elec-
trician's Course with the Sixth Armored
Division's Engineer Specialist School,
Fort Leaonard Wood, Mo.
Raymond F. Dixon, president of the
Kentucky Public Health Association,
spoke at the meeting held at Louisville
of the organization with about 2,000
persons attending. Dr. J. A. Outland,
Mrs. Outland, and R. L Cooper are
representing the Calloway County
Health Department at the meeting.
The second annual fasion show of the
Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was held last night at the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Building at
Murray State University with Mrs.
John Pasco and Mrs. James R.
Allbritten as narrators.
Births reported indlude a boy, Alan
Taylor, to Mr.:;i'fiid Mrs. Truman
Eugene Jones on Marelion, a boy, Jerry
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos White on
March 13, and a girl, Sheri Gale, to Mr.





Malignant melanoma is a very
dangerous tumor. The most
common site of origin is frorn a
pigment area in the skin, such as
junctional nevus.
&every has been the most
effective treatment and has
usually caseated of wide exci-
sion of the growth and a dense-
tion of the regional lymph glands
-- for example, three in the groin,
armpit, or neck.
However, in spite of sucn surg-
ery, about eight out of 10 victims
of this disease succumb by the
tumor extending over the body.
Such tumor extension takes
place in approximately 75 per
cent of the patients within two
years after the operation.
Most authorities reason that
the tumor has already spread in
small bits prior to surgery
Therefore, efforts have been
directed to Simulate the im-
mune system of the body to over-
come these many, but tiny, ex-
tension& This reassning is based
By F.J.L B/asingame, M.D.
on the knowledge that natural
immunity in case of cancer,
much like immunity against in-
fection, is important in resis-
tance against deeeiccing can-
cers and in controlling their
spread throughout the body.
The bacillus Calmette-Guerin
(BOG) has been used to stimulate
antitumor activity in animals
and humans by increasing tin-
mime defenses through injection
of B.
In a recent maw of The New
England Journal of Medicine,
Frederick Eiber, M.D., and asso-
ciates of the University of
California at Las Angeles School
of Medicine reported beneficial
effects in the use of BOG in com-
bination with surgery in treating
malignant melanoma. In their
series of cases, 42 were treated
with surgery and et were tre-
ated with surgery and BOG
After two years. the incidence of
spread of the tumor among those
treated with BCG was half that
of the cases whith had only surg-
ery. The researchers mire out
that patients with smaller
tumors have a better outlook. hi
cases of recurrence, the delay
averaged about mix months.
Even with the combined treat-
ment of surgery and BCG, the
recurrence rate in malignant
melanoma is high. The mutts
are bleak and disappointing
such tuners require prompt at-
tention when first noted. More
research as to their cause and
treatment is essential
Q- Mrs. Y.M. is concerned that
her husband has had four auto-
mobile wrecks in recent months
while driving to and from work.
His previous driving record has
been good. He appears healthy
and considers himself to be a
safe driver
A. The sudden increase in your
husbenifs auto wrecks appears
to be more than chance. He may
be bored in his work and
developed aggressiveness in his
driving in recent months. He
may have some physical defect.
He should have a complete.
physical to check his vision,
hearing muscular movements,
and reflexes His metabolism
may be low, allowing for inatten-
tion. Be sure to mention the driv-
ing accidents to youi- physician_
Q. Mr. GN. asks about the
progress made in dental in-
surance.
A In a period of a few years,
prepayment for dental benefits
has grown from a small number
of persons to the current level of
about 28 million Americans
Most dental societies, including
the American Dental Associ-
ation. are encouraging such pre-
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ALMOST A PICKOR —Robin Cotortney of the 'Brads puts the tag esa Northwester', rumor at
third base. Courtney, e freshmen, took the throw fees catcher Gene Steeber ea • pickoff mess
but fite runner swede it beck to the beg in time.
Phillies Nip Tigers
In First Spring Game
By LARRY PALADIN°
AP Sports Writer
LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) —
This is supposed to be the time
baseball pitchers still can't






line-drive doubles all over the
place and Florida exhibition
games last three hours and
wind up 12-9.
But this is 1976 and little, if
anything, has gone according
to Hoyle in major league
baseball.
The Ptu1adelphia. Pttillies
and Detroit Tigers opened the
much-delayed exhibition
campaign Monday night. The
pitchers were sharp, the
hitters dull, the ga,ne short
and the crowd large as the
Phillies nipped Detroit 1-0 on a
ninth-inning sacrifice fly by
Jerry Martin.
The continuing contract
squabble between club owners
and players — which lopped
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.
Now you can earn up to
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 73/4% to 93/4% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded queriedy
and payable at maturity only. Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available.















CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
Insurance activities. The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensed in
this Stifte. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in





Ross Wilder, Suits 2 Bal-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
more than two weeks of
practice and about a dozen
games off everyone's schedule
— seemed ancient history.
Tourists, eager to watch
some baseball, finally go the
oppor ,uni*,y and 4,233 showed
up a, 4,075-sea, Marchant
—
"They (the owners) had a
lo, of expenses and i; was best
that we got on with the
gemes," said Rusty Staub,
who was 2-for-2 in his Tiger
debut. "We were ready
enough and the Phillies felt
,he same way."
Detroit was originally
scheduled to play Boston while
the Phillies were to have
hosted Minnesota. Neither of
 those teams felt ready for
game action, since camps
opened only Thursday at the
command of Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn. Most players had
been working at make-shift
camps before that.
Despite the usual flood of
lineup changes typical in
Grapefruit League games,
Monday night's contest lasted
just one hour 51,minutes.
Jim Kaat, the fast-working
37-year-old lefthander
acquired from the Chicago
White Sox in the off-season,
started for Philadelphia and
pitched four strong shutout
innings. His counterpart,
veteran righthander Joe
Coleman — coming off two
poor seasons in which he was
hampered by wildness — gave
up two hits in three scoreless




Monday as managers sought
to get in as much game action
as possible to offset the 17-day
delay in the opening of spring
training camps.
Pittsburgh Pirates slugger
Dave Parker arrived in the
club's camp Monday, took
part in an intra-squad game
and belted a home run on his
fourth swing of the bat.
Butch Wynegar, a 20-year-
old rookie catcher, hit a grand
slam home run to highlight a
three-hour controlled intra-
squad game held by the
Minnesota Twins.
Luis Tiant, the Boston Red
Sox' 35-year-old pitching ace,
threw hard in batting practice
for .15 minutes and then said,
"I feel good. I'm more ad-
vanced right now that I was at
this time last year. I worked




first injury of 1976 when
second baseman Duane
Kuiper came up with a
sprained right ankle. He'll be





pitcher of the year in 1975 with
a 13-7 record and 2.60 earned
run average, will pitch the
Indians' season opener




— Sixth-seeded Rod Laver
defeated Raz Reid 7-6, 6-3 in





Turnbull 6-2, 6-0 in opening-
round action of the $75,000
Boston Indoor Tennis Tour-
nament
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
The Murray State women's
tennis team opened their
spring season in style with two
zippings over the weekend.
On Fridays the Lady netters
zapped Southwestern Missouri
University 9-0 as they began
what seems to be another
successful season.
Karen Weis, MSU's number
one singles player, got off to a
slow start but finished big as
she defeated Southwestern's
Laurie Lynn 6-4, 2.6,6-3.
The rest of the team had an
easier time as they all won in
',Ix() sets as follows:
No. 2 Sindy Macovik MSU
def Sarah Neale 6-0, 6-0; No.3
Sandy Macovik MSU def. Sara
Anderson 6-2, 6-4; No, 4 Anne
Hess MSU def. Georgia
McGehee 6-1, 6-2; No. 5
Leanne Owen MSU def. Susie
Clark 6-0, 6-0; No. 6 Linda
Spellman MSU def. Elizabeth
Brown 6-0, 6-0.
In doubles: No. 1 Weis-
-Spellman MSU def. Lynn-
Neale 6-2, 7-5; No. 2 Lynn
Martin-Ress MSU def.
kniierson-McGehee 6-0, 6-2;
No. 3 Sullivan-Helen Below
MSU def. Clark-Brown 6-1, 6-1.
TEENSfu fa EL! S
SPIRITS
On Saturday, the Lady
netters must have still been
hot from Friday's encounier
as they smoked Southeast
Missouri University 12-0.
Coach Nita Head's squad
finished regulation nine match
play and still had time to win
three more before the mon-
soons hit Saturday evening.
Number one netter Karen
Weis had no trouble on this
day as she sent SEMO's
Heather Keleman home with a.
6-1,6-0 beating.
All the other players
followed in Karen's footsteps





Low backed, adjustable bra has
matching seam-free,tummy control
panty. In white. Assorted sizes.
The latest i n comfort and good
looks features natural toe shape and
easy-walking low heel. Sizes to 10
in blue.
two sets as follows:
No. 2 Sindy Macovik MSU
def. Lynn Yeargain 6-2, 6-0;
No. 3 Sandy Macovik MSU def.
Connie Mowery 8-3, 6-0; No. 4
Anne Ress MSU def. Barb Ice
6-2, 6-3; No. 5 Leanne Owen
MSU def. Joan Schneider 6-4,
6-4; No. 6 Linda Spellman
MSU def. Martha Lodunan 6-
2,6-2; No 7 Lynn Martin MSU
def. Susie Puhl 6-1, 6-0; No. 8
Helen Below MSU def. Cathy
Andert 6-1, 6-0.
In doubles: No. 1 Macovik-
Macovik MSU def. Yeargain-
Schneider 6-2, 6-3; No. 2 Weis-
Spellman MSU def. Mowery-
BOYS 4-7
JACKET
Boys CPO 50/50 po-
ly/cotton twill panel
jacket has snap front










Navy and rust. 4-7.
Ice 6.1,6-2; No. 3 Ress-Maikin
MSU def. Keleman-Lothnian
6-4, 6-2; No. 4 Owen-Suian
Sullivan MSU def. Puld-
Andert 6-2, 6-4.
The MSU netters will be in
action again April 2-3 whey




AUSTIN, Tex. — Barr)
Dowd, former head basketball
coach at the University of
Texas-Arlington, was named
an assistant to Abe Lemons a;
the University of Texas.
Pick a pretty, sleeve
piyeaserlestsem row shird
Sew hese Ile% settee prier
year, seem aid ruffs; meows
beee brewed** Ives led sett
Yew doles ef tie es WY. be
my, Su.. net peek rase
wall Yoe. lase seat maim
mai lump nas.
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ANOTHER HIT—Not-hitting shortstop Stun Goisior of the '$nob picks op onothir hit. Goisior
had four hits Monday is Morruy's twin wins ow Northwestern University. For the sass**,
Geisler is butting .400 with 10 hits in 23 trips to the pinto.
Bartow Say's Bruins Will Stress
What They Do, Not What IV Does
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Gene Barlow is using some
John Wooden philsophy as he
prepares the UCLA Bruins for
,heir rematch wi ,h Indiana in
.he NCAA basketball
championships.
Wooden, who coached the
Bruins to an incredible 10
na,ional titles in 12 seasons,
always stressed having his
.earns play their own s,yle and
no: worry about the opponent.
But Bartow admits he took a
far different approach when
he Bruins opened the season
against Indiana last
November, a game the top-
ranked Hoosiers won easily 84-
64
"rye usually never been
caught up in what an opponent
does," said Bartow, "but that
was my first game as UCLA's
coach and, as I've said, lover-
prepared my team and put too
much pressure on them."
Some UCLA players said
after that game that they
knew Indiana's plays better
than their own.
This Saturday at the
Spectrum in 'Philadelphia
when the Hoosiers and Bruins
meet in the NCAA semifinals,
Bartow will have a different
ou Jook.
"We're going to emphasize













Indiana does," Bartow said
Monday.
"And if we play the way
we're capable of playing ... I
think we're going to win."
As for UCLA's practices this
week, Bartow said, "We'll
walk through Indiana's of-
fense for about 10 minutes this
Thursday. I think we spent
about 10 hours on it the last
time."
The "do it our way" style
has been more apparent at
UCLA since midseason when
the Bruins knocked off
Washington and Washington
State in a pair of key games
that put UCLA on top of the
 Pacific-8 Conference for keeps
afier an early-senson4satilt..
Bartow still looks back at
that firs, game with Indiana,
however.
"Yes, losing ,hat game was
awful," said ;he coach who
drew bitter criticism from
some fans who felt strongly
about anyone replacing the
legendary Wooden, feelings
that were made stronger by
:he loss to Indiana. There
were even demands for his
resignation — or dismissal —
after that one single loss.
"I've never gone into any
game that I didn't think I
could win and that goes for the
first game with Indiana. And




* These 200 years have passed so quickly-So life goes.
* Too many of us mortal human beings put off doing until
tomorrow, the things we should do today.
We feel that one of the greatest things a family can do
* together for recreation, is boating_Think about it. Start
living relaxing and really enjoy rife! Family boating is won-
derful recreation. Start today with a visit and a real live
demonstration on the water at ole reliable...
Don McClure Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Telephone 502 436 5493
ft
'Breds Now 5-3 On Season By
Taking Doubleheader Monday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Before his career is finished
at Murray State, you can
almost bet Mike Roberts is
going to pick up a name:
Fireball Roberts.
This "Fireball" Roberts
isn't the one who made fame
by racing. Instead, he races
his pitches past opposing
batters. Roberts threw a neat
three-hitter Monday afternoon
at Reagan Field in posting a 6-
0 shutout win and carry
Murray State to a twinball
sweep of Northwestern
University.
In the opening contest,
sophomore righthander Mark
Wezet notched his second win
of the season as he shook off a
poor start and settled down to
hurl the Thoroughbreds to a 9-
5 win.
Roberts, a junior southpaw
from Evansville, was brilliant
on the mound. He was over-
powering at times, then just
downright sneaky as he kept
the batters off stride with
curves and change of pace
pitching.
In addition, he walked only
one batter while picking up
seven strikeouts.
Roberts got all the help he
needed in the second inning as
the 'Breds exploded for all six
of .their 4 --
Junior shortstop Stan
Geisler, who has been hitting a
ton early in the season, opened
the Murray half of the second
with a single. After Marvin
Kiel reached on a walk,




when catcher Mike Cathey
bounced into a fielder's
choice. That left men at first
and second with one out then
designated hitter Bill
Wagoner drew a walk to fill
the sacks.
David Hughes got an RBI
the easy way by drawing a
walk before Jack Perconte
laced a double down the line in
right, producing two runs and
giving the 'Breds a 3-0 lead.
John Siemanowski, who had
broken out of a 1-20 slump by
getting two hits in the first
game, then singled to right
drivin in another run. Don
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday night,
March 25th, for the regular
monthly business meeting.
It will be held at the
Calloway County Court house
at 7:30.
All inernheri are dig-eat:S. be--
present, also any one wanting
to join the club may do so at
this time. Membership dues
are $3.00 per person for a year.
Final plans will be made for a
Horse Show to be held April
4th on a Sunday afternoon.
Wins Award
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
CAP) — Henry P. Iba, the only
coach in the history of the
Olympic Games to coach
three American teams, has
been named ninth winner of
the John W. Bunn award by
the Basketball Hall of Fame,
lba, retired coach and
athletic director of Oklahoma
State College in Stillwater,
will be the principal speaker
at the April 26 enshrinment
dinner at. the hall,
lba coached the American
basketball teams in the 1964,
1968 and 1972 Olympic Games.
In his 40-year college coaching
career, his teams racked up
nearly 800 victories.
Named To Post
AUSTIN, Tex. CAP) —
Barry Dowd, who resigned
recently after 10 years as head
basketball coach at University
of Texas-Arlington, has been
named an assistant coach at
the University of Texas at
Austin.
Athletic Director Darrell
Royal said Dowd would be
chief assistant to new head
coach Abe Lemons.
Dowd is the incoming first
vice president of the
American Basketball Coaches
Association and Lemons,
formerly of Pan American
University, is the incoming
president of the organization.
HOCKEY
PHILADELPHIA — Bob
Crocker resigned as coach of





It is the specific type 01 co,
that Detroit will be building
in the 1980s 'Esquire
Gwroll
Walker grounded out to drive
in a run and Geisler singled in
the sixth and final run.
In the opening inning of the
first contest, Wezet struggled
with control problems. He was
ripped for three hits and gave
up two walks and going into
the home half of the first, the
'Breds trailed 3-0.
With two out in the first and
Jack Perconte, who had
singled, on first, Don Walker
drew a base on balls. Then
both runners took off and were
safe on the double steal to put
men at second and third.
Siemanowski walked to load
'SOLOING ON—Nash Mobbitt of the *KM Stet. truck
to led oil the way hit had to hold off a strong bid from
Easton Minis' loo Sotto! to win As 800-yord desk
(Staff Photos by Mika linisidin)
a. 
'14.***808111eiratesoarinu —
.-binaiencing a Greset New Callecton and ImeSh
the bases then freshman third
baseman Robin Courtney
singled up the middle to trim
the Wildcat lead to 3-1. Gene
Steuber and Marvin Kiel both
drew RBI walks and Murray
tied the game at three apiece.
The tie was snapped when
Geisler singled over the
second base bag and two runs
crossed. Northwestern added
a single tally in the second to
trim the Murray lead to 5-4 but
the 'Breds put the game away
by scoring three times in the
fourth.
There were no homeruns in
either contest.
Wezet allowed four earned
runs while scattering seven
hits, walking four and fanning
four.
With the twin wins, the
'Breds are now 5-3 on the
season and will play Illinois-
Chicago and Northwestern
today. Wezet and Roberts will
get a rest until Saturday when
Murray opens Ohio Valley
Conference play by hosting









































Northwestern 000 000 0 0-3-0
Murray State 060 000 a 44-0
Dort- gamble with-
business insurance
It's one thing to read a balance sheet.
Nanning a business insurance program n
another thong
You're probably an expert at reading
a balance sheet, but when you try to
plan your oven insurance program, you're
taking a bog gamble
Each busirsess has its own unique
needs A business insurance expert can
quickly analyze your needs and recom
mend a program kat for your needs.
if you're not Certain that your bust
new insurance program is exactly what
you need, call us. If your program is
adequate. we'll be the first to tell you
And if pair. seer-insured. we'll toil
you that, too.
But it you're not properly covered,
you sfsould know. And we'll tell you if
that's the case.
But whatever you do, don't gamble






Bob anwpoo, CPCLIoDan ShipkyoTom Scruggs
Guy Billington•Ovven Billington
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Only 25,000 persons will ever own this prestigious
silver ingot series of major historical importance.
A Strictly Limited Edition of
37 Proof ingots in .999 Fine Silver
only $1 3.75 each
With this annouscensest you wow have a
rare opportunity to acquire the only Presi-
deals Ingot Series authorized and approved
by The Washington, D.C. Bicentennial
CA°1111".14"ND Writ; A dramatic and stirring series
ra this is — a panorama of our great and
unique history that will inspire all Americans.
Conceived out of deep respect for the most
important office in the land, it was created
not only to honor the long succession of 37
really remarkable men who, since George
Washington, have led our great country,
but also, our future president, "The Bicen-
tennial President of the United States" who
will forge our great future destiny.
A MAGNIFICENT TREASURY
OF FINE ART
A glorious example of the engravers' art,
these thirty-seven Presidents ingots are each
gleaming mirror-like ingots that will be
issued two per month. And as a special
bonus a 38th ingot commemorating the
inauguration of the Bicentennial President
will be struck and sent to you Free soon
after the next president is known. Each will
contain 480 grains of the purest silver avail-
able anywhere. In 19 Months, subscribers
will have amassed over 3 troy pounds of
.999 Fine Silver — 18,240 grains in all —
more silver than the average family accum-
ulates in aliwNfetiimei N
I,Y DESIGNED,
METICULOUSLY CRAFTED
It is unlikely that you have ever seen pure
silver ingots such as these before. Designed
by master sculmer Alfred Brunettin, the cur
faces glow with a duality of finishes, exquis-
PRESIDENTIAL REFERENCE
VOLUME INCLUDED FREE
A beautiful full-color, richly illustrated
and carefully researched reference book
containing personal background and








rot owwoLTOWII WWI IS rot V/OPte OKCONO 5.
ite satin bas relief sculpture dramatically
highlighted by brilliant, mirror-like back-
grounds. The illustrations above only suggest
the superlative detail of these ingots. To
hold them in your hand is to almost experi-
ence all the history of the Office of President.
ISSUED IN A STRICTLY
LIMITED EDMON
The Hamilton Mint, officially appointed by
the Washington, D.C. Bicentennial Com-
mission to produce this series, will mint but
25,000 First Edition Proof sets in .999 fine
silver. Only one complete set will be struck
for each subscriber and no more will ever
be minted once the edition limits are
reached, thus protecting the integrity of the
edition.
YOUR PERSONAL SERIAL NUMBER
You will be assigned the lowest serial num-
ber available. This number is your exclusive
number and will appear on every ingot
issued to you. In addition, the Hamilton
Mint Hallmark on each ingot will attest to
the integrity of the series and to its full
precious metal content.
GUARANTEED PRICE PROTECTION
Under the terms of this offer, The Hamilton
Mint is officially committed to deliver to you
COLLECTOR'S APPLICA'T1ON •
Deism Option:
24 KT. Gold Ow .999 Flee Silver
At your option, you may order your
proof set of U.S. Presidents' Ingots in
24 KT. gold on pure silver. The 10,000
sets thus offered will be quite rare,
extravagantly beautiful, and• avidly
coveted. This collection is the last word
in elegance, and each ingot in collec-
tion will also be individually serially
numbered and hallmarked. Each will
cost only $16.75.
the complete set of 37 ingots over the next
19 months, regardless of how high the price
of silver and gold climbs. The Hamilton
Mint does reserve the right to limit the edi-
tion below the published maximum limits,







ly lined and Stied
for your inaults, will
he included to display and
protect yoUr entire collection.
hc Washington, D.C. Bicentcnnial Commission's
UNITED STATES PRESIDENTS INtiOTS
mai la To. Handitaa Mint, ME. University Detre, AtttalnataPlitains. In. WAN
PICASC .waep4 my application for a conmkte
I united First' Edition Proof Set ot The Hamik
ion Mint Previklent, Ingot Scrim I Untlershinal
will recei.e my kW IWO Minns soon after my
order is MA:erred and that 111 tie invoiced for
The prepayment of the nest Iwo uygois irt the
series Encloved Iv check or m.o. foil' 
or thane.: my order as indicated lurtow
AN OPPORTUNITY TO BUY THIS
SILVER SERIES it SAVE
J Send me first twin ingots in .999 line Silver
Ix full WM grains) foe only 027.50 (plus 75e
for postage and handlinp).
Send me first two inf141.1‘ with Gold on 960
grain, of Purr Silver Ingots for only 31150
mitts 75( postage and handling).
Illinftls A 1,11111.110 residents wild lopplirohle
rah, ar
Account No
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Racers Lose Dual Meet Monday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Bill Cornell has a simple
reason why his Murray State
track team got murdered 98-51
in a dual meet with Eastern
Illinois Monday at Stewart
Stadium.
"Illinois is a state rich in
track talent. They simply had
better walk-ons than we did.
Our scholarship people did as
well as Eastern's did but the
walk-ons made the dif-
ference."
The simple truth about the
track program is that it's in
for rough going. Not because
of the quality of athletes but
because of the limited amount
of scholarships available. And
that folks is just about as
simple as we can make it. In
other words, when the OVC
reduced the amount of track
scholarships in order to cut
expenses, the OVC also cut its
throat in the sport.
The thing that beat Murray
was the fact that Eastern
Illinois swept three places in
each of the following events:
the shot put, the high jump,
the discus, the javelin and the
Intermediate hurdles.
The intermediate hurdles
might have been different but
Murray's best runner in that
event, Tom Potter, hit a
hurdle and fell out of com-
petition.
In the other events, the
Cuthbert Jacobs, suffering
from a recent bout with the
flu and from a disappointing
showing over the weekend in a
dual meet at Southeast
Missouri, recorded two wins in
the sprint events.
Jacobs won the 100-yard
dash in a poor time of 9.7 and
nearly lost to teammate
Stanford "Little Joe" Patrick
f /
4.d srie
Chain a fashion necessity come
of agro with unique and charming
styles We have chain for every
occasion Corne in and sie • our corn
piste assortment
Undsey's Jewelers





who led for most of the race
before settling for second in
the same time as Jacobs'.
In the 220-yard dash, again
Patrick led but was caught by
Jacobs. Jacobs won the event
with a 21.4 while Patrick faded
at the end and was second in
22.2 and Jimmy Jackson of the
Racers was third in 22.7.
Jackson's 22.7 was a personal
best.
In field events, Pah:Dore
Chatham got a pair of
seconds, going 49-544 in the
triple jump and 24-4 in the long
jump. The only other Murray
State athlete to place in a field
event was Norman deCaussin
with a 14-2 in the pole vault.
Murray got two places in the
440-yard dash where Lester
UP, UP AND AlliAT — Wears Chatbsik who seems tit bra*
e record lest about every week, goes salmi hi. tke ek hi
the long ignite. Chatham pieced second I the resat Monday M
e deal meet with the Panthers of Eastern
(Staff Mies* by Mika Brandon)
Flax was second in 48.3 and
Norman Simms third in p.a.
Dennis Mabbitt of the'
Racers won the 886-yard dash
and led all the way in the
process as he recorded a
winning time of 1:54.4.
Teammate Tom Mracek was
third with a 1:56.5.
Murray had two places in
the 120-yard high hurdles with
Potter taking second in 15.4
and Brent Laird third in 15.9.
The mile-run found Martyn
Brewer of the Racers second
in 4:15.7 while in the three-
mile run, Brian Rutter was
second with a personal best of
13:49.1
An added event was the six-
mile nm where Eastern got
the first two places. Mike
Vowell of Murray was third
with d personal best of 31:50.6.
Murray won the 440-relay in
41.7 with Patrick, Jacobi,
Simms and Chatham running
the legs but the Racer mile-
relay team lost.
Thirteen members of the
Racer track team will par-





t,' Flight Training Air Ambulance
Thorobred Hying Service. Inc.
4•04/21 ContactNU Fuller or
Johnn • Parker
4$9-2414
Rutgers Coach Attacks Critics




(AP) — It seems now that the
Rutgers basketball team can
play ball with the rest of the
country. Better than most, in
fact.
Criticized for a "soft"
eastern schedule, the Scarlet
Knights have climbed to the
summit of the NCAA playoffs,
the glamorous final four in
Philadelphia this weekend.
They jumped over some
pretty good teams to do it, too.
"We've blown most people
out, so everybody's saying the
schedule's easy," says Coach
Tom Young. "They say it even
though we've played every
.eam in the East that has
anything. We have to play the
best in our area — and we do
"We can't play a Mid-
western schedule. We can't
play an Atlantic Coast Con-
ference schedule. We're being
criticized for our schedule
only because they're com-
paring us with the other teams
in the Top Ten. But that says a
lot for our program when they
start comparing us with those
teams."
After winning their first 10
games, the Scarlet Knights
Thank-You
The Murray Civitan Club expresses its sincere
thanks to the following commercial interests for
























Miley Treakehe and Orbs' Nick liertee,
wertaper ef Outten Pancake Day, sett% up for-
mats. Oviteas, *sir wives and friends ',stowed
Treakehas Restserwat fres S e.w. te 2 p.m. es
Saturday Merck 20.
received recognition as a Top
Twenty team. When they
continued to go unbeaten, they
leaped into the Top Ten and
finally, after finishing the
regular cr.-2son without a loss,
wound up No. 4.
Now they're shooting for the
NCAA moon.
"Playing in the final four is
a dream that very few players
or coaches realize in their
lifetimes," says Young, "and
we are there. There is no
doubt that we are not as
physical as Indiana and
UCLA, but I don't think that
they will be as quick as we
are."
Rutgers may gel a chance to
play either Indiana or UCLA
in Monday night's finals, but
before then will have to beat
Michigan in Saturday's
semifinals at the Spectrum.
Ironically, the Wolverines
have a strikingly similar style
of play.
"They have a freshman
center ( Phil Hubbard) just
like we do ( Jim Bailey),"
points out Young, "and they
have a great point guard in
Rickey Green, just like our Ed
Jordan. And Michigan likes to
run, just like we do.
"I've heard that Michigan is
a more physical team than
ours, but I don't think that's
necesarily true. They let them
play a more physical brand of
ball in the Big Ten and that




By The Associated Press
Monday's Result
Philadelphia 1, Dcrol. 0
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (A) vs. Pittsburgh er
Br &den' on, Fla.
San Francisco vs. Cleveland
at Tucson, Ariz.
Philadelphia vs Baltimore at
Miami, Fla , N
Wednesday's Games
110uS'on vs. Boston at Winter
Haven, Fla.
Pi:tsburgh vs. Chicago (A)
"8" a: Sarasota, Fla.
Chicago (A) vs. Minneso•a at
Orlando, Fla.
Detroit vs. S. Louis at St.
Petersburg..Fla
Texas vi. Kansas Ci.y a-
Fon Myers, Fla.
Philadelphia vs. Alamo at
West Palm Beath, Fla.
Los Angeles vs Montreal at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Chicago (N) vs. San Diego at
Yuma, Ariz.
San Diego vs. California a.
Tucson, Ariz.
San Francisco vs. Milwaukee
at Sun City, Aria.
Clncinneil vs. Banknote a.
Miami, Fla., N
New York (N) vs New York
(A) at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., N
Oakland vs. Univ. of Arizona
at Tucson, Ariz., N
GENERAL
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —
Ralph N. Floyd, 49, was
named assistant *athletic
director at Indiana Univer-
sity
MURRAY APPLIANCE Co.
'Top of The Line'
SALE!
Here is a chance to save money on our very best
merchandise. You'll find sales on lesser mer-
chandise but only once in a great while will you find
savings such as these on our 'Top of the Line'.
• 100% SOfid St
'"Iraft4Ity-
Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
• GE's Patented Spectra-
Line Picture Tube
System
• One Touch Color.
System
• Custom Picture Control
• DC Restoration





High impact plastic cabinet with











13.6 cu. ft. Two-Door
• Zero-degree freezer has
3.79 cu. ft. storage
capacity
• Only 30Y7" wide, 84- high
• Two Ice 'n Easy treys
under protective package
rack










18.8 cu. ft. No-Frost
• Freezer has 8.48 cu ft
storage capacity
• Ice 'n Easy Service
• Juice can dispenser
• Power Saver switch can







• Top-mount with crushed
ice or cube dispenser on
the door
• Power Saver switch
• No-frost throughout
• 6 82 cu h. freezer
with cabinet shelf





GE COUNTERTOP MICRO NAVE
OVEN with new
"DEFROST PLUS" CYCLE
• Quick-thaws frozen fonds • Cooking times feciPe-
tinder • 35-minute Timer 5-Minute scale
338"
GE2-SPEED,4-CYCLE FILTER-FLO'












Permanent Press Special Care!
• 3 temperature
selections'







Cuss Model DOG 6280P—
$000.00
• 100% Solid State
"Energy Saver"
Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
• Black Matrix Spectra-
Britee IV Picture Tube
• One Touch Color*
System




• Cable-Ready ° Antenna
Connector
Traditionally styled Contemporary
cabinet with walnut finish on
genuine hardwood solids and








andel' fa:stings To design
Simple, Easy Finance Terms at Bank Rates
Murray Appliance Co.
f • Owners, Howard Coy & John Simmons Phone 753 1586
Decot-Abbyr
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 49. Joe is 50. I thought we had a
pretty good 30-year marriage. Joe never was much of a
Romeo, but that never was a problem as I was usually
pretty pooped at the end of the day and I'm not exactly a
sexpot myself.
Well, imagine the shock I got when a 30-year-old divorcee
who works for Joe phoned here in the middle of the night to
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goodbye, because she didn't want to live without him! II
was right next to him and heard every word she said.)
Joe jumped out of bed, threw some clothes on and was out
of the house in three minutes. Meanwhile I sat there in a
daze. Well, to make a long story short, Joe got her to a
hospital, they pumped her stomach out and she lived.
Now he is trying to tell me that she is just a "kid" who
had a crush on him-he saw her at her place a couple of
times and that's all there was to it. She's still working for
him, and Joe says since she's got two kids to support, he
sees no reason for letting her go.
Now when he goes to Lodge on Mondays, bowls on
Tuesdays and plays cards on Thursdays. I wonder where he
REALLY is.
I offered him a divorce, and he said he wouldn't consider
it. He insists he "loves" me. Of course I can't trust him
anymore, but I don't know what to do. Can you help me?
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED: Tell Joe that for the sake of your
own peace of mind you-think the two of you should talk over
the situation with a professional counselor. If he refuses to
go-go without him.
DEAR ABBY: This is an S.O.S. I just received a letter
from a friend saying that she was enclosing some money as
a gift to me. Abby, there was no money in the envelope. In
fact, the envelope wasn't even sealed
The money could have fallen out or even been stolen. Or
perhaps she may have forgotten to enclose it.
How should I reply? If I thank her and she never enclosed
the money, she'll know I was lying. If I tell her there was no
money in the envelope, it may look like I'm grabby.
How would you handle this, Abby?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: Write and tell her that there was no
matey in the envelope. If the situation were reversed,
wouldn't you want to know?
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who does not drive, so
she is forever asking me to please pick up something for her
at the grocery store.
I really don't mind doing this but she doesn't remember
what she owes me I hate to be petty, Abby, but I write
everything down and I know what she owes me to the
penny.
I don't have the nerve to bring up what she owes me. Any
suggestions? I don't want to get her mad at me.
TIMID
DEAR TIMID: Yes. The next time she calls, tell her bow
much she owes you and what for. And if she gets mad at
you, it will be her loss, not yours.
LISTEN CARER/U-41,MR
11415 15 THE ItiAl? IT
All. HAPPENS,-
MY MOM WON'T LET HIM




AT LEABT, I'LL TRY,
WELL REACH me FIRST







of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.












whereabouts of Larry E.
Scott, last known ad-
dress was Wildflecken,
Germany from 1965 to
1967. Please contact
Frank Rutherford,
Route 4, Box 730,
Somerset, Ky. 42501.
Men's Store
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Corvette Lames
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Distributorship
Venda, mew predict. Ils
•zporlsoce. Ismily
be sleets . We pre vide
Imetioes. We set Pt op. Yee
service. Weil .as greed
sew to mai& Cash le-
vestmestss 31,434 • $3,973
$7,111. Per deists owl
(783) 454-2147 write M-
obil pA. ausfter
C.M.I., VIllege Pima, P. 0.
Bea 317, Mefferd, Va.
22334.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
LOST, 9 month old, part
Dachshund part Ger-
man Shepherd. Answers




BABYSTITER, 5 days a
week. References
required. Call 753-6345.
WAITRESS OR cook for L
& B Cafe. 8 a.m.-2:30
p.m. Call 753-9465.
NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work with a
church nursery on
Sunday mornings,




































You must have a
successful r.ort or self
employment history.
Sales background op-














waitress. We want the










Must be 21 years of age





































already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
GOOD USED PING pong
table. Call 489-2289 after
5 p. m.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.





to a beam antenna.
$50.00. Call 753-5106,
GIBSON GUITAR, and 2




mattress for sale. New
$45.00 each, set $85.00.
Will deliver. Call 901-
642-8777.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444
6885, Paducah, Ky.
A GOOD BUY....give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite









DINETTE SET with 4
chairs. Has leaf, for-
nice top, chrome legs.
Like new. Dresses 113/4
& 141/2. 1 Spring Coat,
141/2. Call 753-3941.














cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 753-
8560.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B




model 51081 - 1229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
REFRIGERATOR, 17
cubic ft., frost free,
needs minor repair.
$60.00. Call 753-6855 after
5 p.m.
18th CENTURY dining
table, 6 chairs, living
room suite, like new.
Phone 753-2988 after 5
p.m.
QUICK CASH for used
furniture. By the piece
or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.
UPRIGHT FROST
FREE, freezer 15 cubic
ft., Kelvinator. One year
old, $250.00 firm. Can be
seen at 506 South 6th,
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncan.,
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
1975 CASE 646, front
loader, garden tractor








175 CANAN, also Gator
tractor trailer also
motorcycle accessories,
1973 Dodge Van Spor-






payments. J & B Musk,
753-7575.










































































































































































beagle pups, drum set,
trumpet. Call 492-8374.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
; ique beds or campers.











tape player. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
12" COLOR PORTABLE
Admiral T.V. 11,2 years
old. Call 492-8894.
PORTABLE stereo,
record player with 2
detachable speakers.
Phone after 5:00 753-
3190.
27 Mobile Home Sales






nice with air con-
ditioning, priced for
quick sale. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753-
3280.
1973 MODEL 12 x 50, all
electric. Real nice. Call
436-5419.
1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
27 Mobile Home Sales
NICE 2 bedroom trailer
for sale, call 753-6044.
12 x70 THREE bedroom,
two bath, fully carpeted
extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5:30p. m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
50,000 BTU circulating oil
heater with tank and
blower, used 1 winter,
cos $65.00, price $35.00..
Also sheet metal wood
burning stove, $8.00.
Call 753-0870.
2. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-























ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
37 livestock Supplies
A GOOD SADDLE, mare

















Offering the latest in exercise equipment for both
men & women.
Whirlpool L Seem
Ti help trim inches coley or Ter essopiete beds
Women Men
inosegy, eisoltoessies, frklm Trowist• Illstrweg1, 44444414,
4:30 s...-1130 sm., 1:00 pm. 
11:00 aan.-1:1111-
3:00 p.m., 1:00 pio.-4:00 Pm. 4:40 p..4:00 sm.
Cd 7334179 it 153-4131









lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 pin.
41 Public Sales
THREE PARTY rum-
mage sale at 1006
Fairlane. Friday and






continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now
build later. Call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALT1
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
GOOD THREE bedroom
brick home on nice
shady lot near Grad
school and University.
Selling to settle estate,
only $20,000. Good two
bedroom home and five






available on lids 4
BR., 2 B brick with rec
room plias 3 It. sport-
swot - floor pion con-
dwcive for owner's
'privacy.
Jest Listed: Owe of
the hest water front
lots on Kentvcity take
located amens
blurrier, year roved




PRIVACY, is the name of
the game-but yet con-
venient. Seven miles out
on county maintained
road, excellent building
site, with 12 acres, 2
good wells ( one with
new pump), septic tank.
Call 753-8080, Boyd




Three bedroom brick, doable garage, liviag mem, utility, pantry, kiteberi-dining
arm lots of closes, hilly carpeted, electric baseboard beat, window air-
seadltioners, range, ref., distraresber, disposal included. large fenced-la heck yard,





love this well-built brick
older home on large lot.
Home has 4 bedrooms, 2




Central gas heating and
lovely hardwood floors
are extra fine features
of this quality home.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment. You can rely
on Kopperud Realty for
personal, fulltime Real
Estate Service.
JUST LISTED, close to
Murray, 2 bedroom
trailer on 3 acres, has
central gas heat and
central air conditioning,
2 car garage and other
storage, completely
furnished, priced at only
$16,000. Moffitt Realty
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
HOUSE, body shop, barn,
pond, 10 acres located on
Ky. 121. Also investment
property on Main St.,
Murray. John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 - 753-7531 or Bob
Rodgers 753-7116.
LARGE LOT on Kirk-
wood ideal for basement
or split-level. $4,400. Call
753-7550.
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE,
lots for sale or lease, on
highway 614 near TVA
park. Phone 436-5636.
45 Farms For Sale
63 ACRES, 60 tendable,
half bottom land, high-
way on two sides. Tri
City Area Hwy. 94. Call
382-2761,
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM,
house, one acre, on
blacktop, new well,
carpeted also 1969 Ford
grain dump. Bell City
area - 382-2761.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
BY OWNER IN Can-
terbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. under roof, in-
cluding 4 bedrooms, 21/2
tile baths, 14 x 22 den,
separate dining, double
garage, gas heat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown




brick, large living room
and dining room com-
bination, kitchen and
eating area with built-







































in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 11/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




MODEL 100 1974 Honda
for sale. Needs brakes.
Price $175.00. Waldrop
Trailer Court No. 9.
1975 HONDA xL3so. Call
753-9407.
1974 125 SUZUKI MX. 1973
250 Honda Elsinore. Call
436-2418 anytime after 5.
1973 HONDA 350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
=6.
NICE 1951 Mercury 4
door. Call 437-4793 after
6 m.
1968 OLDSMOBILE,
Delmonte 88, air and
power, new steel, belted
tires, good condition
6600.00. 436-5385.
1975, 4 x 4. BLAZER






Craig power play with 4
Realistic Weaker,. An
American towing
. equipment. tilt, brakes,
towering and air. Call
753-0100 or7S3-2331.
GRAND PRIX, 1975,
black on black on black,
air, AM-FM tape stereo,
vinyl top, factory mags,
electric windows, and





NEW 1975 Blazer. Call
753-0264.
1973 BUICK Century
wagon. Extra nice. Call
753-9407
1965 CHEVROLET
Impala, 327 V-8, super
sport, 2 door hardtop.
Bucket seats. $250.00.
Can be seen after 1 p.m.,
311 N. 7th.
1969 PLYMOUTH station
wagon, full power, air
conditioner. $475.00. Call
436-5485.
1972 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Phone after 6
p.m. 753-7907.














Coupe. Air and power,
good condition, well
serviced. $1550. Call 753-
7508.






owner. Power and air.
Call Mrs. White, 753-
0605.






Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1972 COMPACT JR., 13'
fiberglass camper, ice
box, range, sleeps 4.
$850. Call 753-1566.





and some yard work
Call 753-1495.
DOZER WORK - artist'
size ideal for leveling
spreading backfilling
Call 753-7370 or 753-415k
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





and dirt. Call 437-4533,




vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing















hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or








clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 5(10
Maple. 753-0359.


















Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will










J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






and exterior by the hour







bushog lots. Call 753-
7790.
TRACTOR HITCHES
balls $1.00 each, custom
trailer hitches, custom
exhaust work, portable
welding 24 hours at J. &














Don't miss seeing this land before you buy! 100
acres with approximately sixty acres tendable
and approximately 36 acres in timber. Farm
completely fenced. Dark fired tobacco, corn and
wheat bases. $54,000.00.
Neighborhood pride is reflected in the well kept
homes near the two acres at New Providence.
Septic tank, well with pump, and outbuildings.
$4,000.00.
Brighten your figure for only $10,000.00. Five
acres of land with road frontage on two sides
Located in corner of Highway 641 South and
Green Plain Church Road. Only minutes from
Murray.
Buy now and be ready to put out that spring crop
on the 52 acres Northwest of Kirksey. Ap-
proximately half of this is tendable. Good stock
water and tobacco barn. $20,000.00.
Very private and lovely is the house, big red
dock barn, outbuildings, and five acres of land
near Sinking Springs Church. House features
four bedrooms, four fireplaces storm doors and
windows. An outstanding buy at only $27,500.00.
Located on Highway 94 West just outside of Lyn-
nville, Kentucky we have this 40 acre farm with
30 acres tendable. Wire fencing, tobacco barn,
stock water and other outbuildings. Owner would
consider helping with financing. $29,700.00.
HOYT ROSIERTS 75.3-19)1
RAT 111011111S 4)11-5454/
T. C. COU.II is-sca
ECTP4A MUTT 733-1 018
URA PAMPA 7S144116
ANNA 1111QUARTH 75.3.11117T
PAT ANAAST101 46' 4.111-2174
412 2•4411 12* Sweet Phew 753- Ilid 1
1711 Miler Ave For Sale by Owner
S bedroom, 34 bath, 14 story brick. Large foryer with staircase, large
den with fireplace, bookcase, beautiful kitchen, ceramic tie on
cabinets. Al Frigidaire apprsances. MTN! room Covered tie patio,
double as grill plus built-in charcoal grit Large storage. house,
double carport Central gas heat, sir conciliating %any extras. This
house is constructed of quality material and workmanship.
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I Deaths and Funerals 
Ronald N. Howell,
Age 16, Dies At
Hospital Sunday
The funeral for Ronald N.
Howell of Benton Route One,
age 16, is being held today at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with Rev. Sammie Fisk
and Rev. Aubert Rose of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Cole Cemetery in Marshall
County.
The young boy died Sunday
at 12:20 p.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
where he had been transferred
early Sunday morning from
the Benton Hospital. He and
another youth had been in-
volved in a fight on the Benton
courthouse square about
eleven p.m. Saturday, ac-
cording to Benton Police. Both
were given citations by the
police and the parents of both
youths were called to come for
their boys.
Benton Police Chief Charles
Carrell said the Howell youth
complained of head pains and
was taken to the hospital. An
investigation into the death of
the boy is being conducted by
authorities. Following an
autopsy, death was attributed
to a massive head injury due
to a fracture, according to
Jerry Beyer, McCracken
County deputy coroner.
Survivors are his parents,
Mr. Ind Mrs. Virgil Howell,
Benton Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Joan Culp,
Benton Route Eight, Mrs.
Cindy King, Gilbertsville
Route One, and Mrs. Rita
Holland, Benton Route One;
three brothers, Kenneth and
Pete Howell of Benton Route
One and Don Howell of
Arlington Route One.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.9
up 0.30.
Below dam 308.6, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.0,
up 0.3.
Below dam 318.7, up 7.5.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers sibs bum isal
received their heme-deliworail
com of The Merry, ledger &
Tines by 5:30 p. n. litseary-
Friday or by 3:30 p. S.ea
Saterieys are wiped te
753-1116 bermes 5:30 p. tn.
wed 6 p. libmiey-frhiny,
sr 3:38 p. in. lad 4 p. se.
Saturdays, to Insure delivery
of the wowspepor. Calk west
be pieced by 4 p. week -




Final rites for Sonnie
Garland of Murray Route Six -
are being held today at 2:30 p.
m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Harold Irvan, Bro. Lake
Riley, and Bro. Ray Grimmett
officiating. The song service is
by singers from the Friend-
ship Church of Christ with
Wayne Clark as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
Lonnie, Paul, and 0. B.
Garland, Robert Burkeen,
Charles Black, and Calvin
Hall. Burial will be in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Garland, age 76, died
Monday at 2:10 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A retired farmer, he
was a member of the Frien-
dship Church of Christ and the
Woodmen of the World.
He and his wife, the former
Lona Tucker, who survives,
were married January 4, 1925.
Also surviving are two
brothers, Bub and Marvin
Garland of New Concord, and
several nieces and nephews.
Born December 25, 1899, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Amos and Alice
Elkins Garland.
Funeral Is Today
For Joe F. Fulks
Funeral services for Joseph
F. Fulks of Benton Route Nine
are being held today at two p
m. at the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, and Rev. T. L.
Campbell and Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating.
Burial will be in the
Briensburg Cemetery.
Mr. Fulks, age 54, died early
Sunday morning at Eddyville.
He was employed as
recreational director at the
Kentucky State Penitentiary
at Eddyville and was a former
Murray State basketball
player named to the MS Hall





Lowery of Murray and Miss
Nancy Fulks of Benton Route
Six; two sons, Joe Fulks, Jr.,
of Mayfield and David Fulks
of Kevil; parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Fulks, Benton
Route Nine; one sister, Mrs.
Barbaranelle McKinney of
Kuttawa ; one granddaughter,




The fifth and final program
in the United Campus
Ministry luncheon series that
has examined various facets
of academic excellence will be
on Wednesday, March 24.
A panel of speakers will
discuss "Benefits and Costs of
Academic Excellence" and
will explore the value of
academic excellence in
relation to its cost. Don
Hunter, Gary Schroeder and
Louis Grassham will be the
panelists.
Don Hunter, Dean of the
College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning, has been
at MSU since 1957. Gary
Schroeder has worked with
the Teacher Corps program in
the Professional Studies
Department for the last two
months after moving to
Murray from Rock Hill, South
Carolina. A native of
Paducah, Louis Grassham is a
junior at Murray majoring in
business and is a member of
the Undergraduate Studies
Committee.
The UCM Luncheons are
held on Wednesdays from
12:30 to 1:20 at 202 N. 15th
Street. The meals are open to
the entire community and cost
$1.25. This Wednesday will be
the last luncheon until April 7
after classes have resumed
from the spring break.
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. and a tractor, a combine, a grain dryer. We know ... be-
cause we've been making farm loans for years. New ma- ,
chinery, breeding stock, new buildings, additional land, all
cost money. We can arrange to lend you money. .. but, the
important thing is the way you can pay it back, over the num-
ber of years to suit your cash flow. Take a new view of your
farm—what it needs, what would make it more profitable.
Then see us for a new viewpoint on farm loans.
OAF/ PEOPLES/BANK
MURRAY KY.
Reagan, Wallace To Continue,
Regardless Of N. C. Outcome
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) —
George Wallace and Ronald
Reagan, once confident of
victory in North Carolina's
primary election, say they will
continue as candidates for
president no matter what
happens in voting today.
Reagan, challenging
President Ford for the
Republican nomination, and
Wallace, one of six Democrats
on the ballot — their cam-
paigns already shaken by
earlier primary election
setbacks — left North
Carolina Monday night as
underdogs.
State elections director Alex
Brock predicted that 36-38 per
cent of the eligible voters
would help decide distribution




Ford, winner of the first five
GOP primaries, was in
Washington to await election
results after spending the
second of two weekends in the
state. Former Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter, expected to
finish first in Democratic
balloting — he won the New
Hampshire, Vermont, Florida
and Illinois primaries — spent
more time in the state than
Ford ha_ campaigned
elsewhere as election day
approached.
Reagan flew to Wisconsin
Monday night to prepare for
the April 6 primary there,
while Wallace returned inhis
home in Montgomery, Ala.
Other Democratic can-
didates, in addition to Wallace
and Carter, were Washington
Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
Arizona Rep. Morris K. Udall,
former Oklahoma Sen. Fred
Harris and Texas Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen. Only Jackson
campaigned in North
Carolina; Bentsen has quit the
race.
As Reagan and Wallace put
the finishing touches on their
North Carolina campaigns
Monday, there were these
other developments on the
political front:
—R. Sargent Shriver, the
Democratic vice presidential
candidate in 1972, dropped out




A sign language and
fingerspelling course designed
to facilitate communication
with the deaf will be offered at
Murray State University on
Saturday mornings for four
consecutive weeks beginning
April 17.'
To meet from 9 a. m. to noon
each Saturday through May 8
in Room ?AO of the Special
Education Building, the
course will be taught by Dr.
James Fitch, associate
professor of special education.
Made available through the
program of the Center for
Continuing Education at
Murray State, the course will
include the vocabulary of
signs and the use of that
vocabulary in developing
manual communication skills.
A fee of $10 will be charged
for the couse, which carries
one continuing education unit
of credit and is open to
anyone.
Students may register by
sending a check for $10 made
out to Murray State Univer-
sity, along with name, ad-
dress, Social Security num-
ber, and the title of the course






Open house will be held at
Southwest Elementary School
on Thursday, March 25,
starting at seven p.m., ac-




persons will be given an op-
portunity to visit the various
classrooms and facilities of
the school and talk with the
teachers and staff.
Tommy Greer will direct his
physical education students in
a special program.
A business meeting will
follow in the school gym and
refreshments will be served
The public is invited to
attend, a school spokesman
said
Shriver said he would throw
his support to another can-
didate soon and that the 11
delegates he won in early
primaries were released to
vote as they wish.
—The Federal Election
Commission, created to ad-
minister and enforce the 1974
campaign finance law, lost
most of its powers as Congress
failed to meet a deadline for
restructuring it in compliance
with a Supreme Court order.
—Democratic leaders in
Florida denounced Carter and
Jackson campaign officials
for trying to handpick their
delegates to the national
convention. Carter and
Jackson forces, citing national
party rules, have vetoed
hundreds of names from a list
of those who qualified to run
as delegates for the
presidential hopefuls.
—Ford won 14 more
delegates to the Republican
convention when the District
of Columbia Board of Elec-
tions declared his delegate
slate, which was not opposed,





Another in the series of
Children's Concerts, spon-
sored by the Music Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with
Murray State University, will
be held Wednesday at 8:45 and
ten a.m. at the Lovett
auditorium, MS1J.
Featured at the concert will
be the Murray State Sym-
phonic Band with Prof. Paul
W. Shahan as conductor,
according to Mrs. Glen
Wilcox, concert chairman of
the Music Department.
Selections on the program
will include "Symphony No. 5,
in C Minor, op. 69" by Ludwig
van Beethoven, "A Colonial
Legend" by Clare Grundman,
-An American Overture for
Band" by Joseph Wilcox
Jenkins, "Holiday In Spain"
by Paul Shahan, and "Parade
of the Cliches" by Livingston
Gearhart.
Children from both the city
and county schools will attend
the concert.
North Carolina was once
considered a cornerstone state
IP by both Wallace and Reagan
strategists. It is a slate with a
recent record of strong sup-
port for conservative can-
didates and causes —
President Nixon won 71 per
cent of the vote here in the 1972







Television ( KET) course
entitled "New Approaches to
High school Learning and
Discipline" to be shown April
19 through May 27 may be
used to earn graduate credit.
at Murray State University.
To include two lessons each
week for a period of six weeks,
the course is being offered at
Murray State as Secondary
Education 641, Problems in
Secondary Education, and will
be taught by Dr. Arvin
Crafton, associate professor of
professional studies.
Sponsored by the Center for
Continuing Education at
Murray State through the
KET Higher Education
Consortium, the course
carries three semester hours
of academic credit.
The first lesson each week
will be shown at 6 p.m. on
Mondays and at 2:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays, while the second
lesson will be shown at 6 p.m.
on Tuesdays and at 2:30 p.m.
on Thursdays.
Registration for the course
at Murray State is scheduled
at 5 p.m. on Monday, April 19,
in Room 454 of the Education
Building on the campus.
Tuition is $27 per semester
hour for graduate credit for
Kentucky residents.
Anyone who plans to enroll,
according to Crafton, is ad-
vised to obtain a $1.50 study
guide for the course from KET
before the first lesson is
shown. Study guides may be




Cooper Drive, Lexington, Ky.,
40502.
 fr
(Continued from Page 1)
clause—in which case they
take effect as soon as the bill is
signed or on an emergency
date specified in the measure.
The record high in bills
introduced was a total of 1,226
in the 1974 session, also the
first time a cutoff date was
established of 10 days prior to
session's end.
But the Carroll regime this
Lime also was slowing passage
of many bills.
The Legislative Research
Commission staff, part of
which was busy drafting bills
the past 60 legislative days,
now will shift gears.
The new statutes must be
printed precisely and
arranged for insertion in a
new edition of the Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
LRC Director Phil Conn said
Monday that edition probably
won't be ready until late this
year.
The LRC staff also will
prepare for interim com-






Fellowship will meet Thur-
sday, March 25, at seven p.m.
at the Coldwater Church.
All members are urged to
attend and visitors are




Baptist Kindergarten will be
held Friday, March 26, from
nine a. m. to twelve noon at
the church.
Children who will be five
years old by December 31,
1976, are eligible. This kin-
dergarten is open both to city
and county pupils. A $10
registration fee is required at
the time of registration, and
tuition is $20 per month, ac-
cording to Rev. Jerrell White,
church pastor and kin-


















City of Murray - Department of Streets - Sanitation
City Beautification Program
Spring Trash Clean-up
Southside (Center Line of Main Street is Dividing line)
Pickup Starts Monday, March 29, at 7:00 a.m.
* * *Trash Must Be Out by Street At Starting Time* *
REGULATION:
1. Al types of trash will he picked op except, stam-
ps, tees imps, bung materiel, and %Ram
materials.
2. Al trash we be placed it street side sad most
be kept sepersted monk, to typo.
3. Al awl mod Woes trash most be pieced in coo-
fakeers that ma be handled by we (1) maa.
4. Applimems mid metals moot be pieced ie
separate woes.
S. limb mast be he swore* wee sad aunt comply
with the 'wend rules for brush Maw.
'rash mod tree triweekly most be art and placed
within 10' of the edge of street with bet seeds
flecks street. Snob mast be as knew than 4" et
haft web mid II' la immth.
Orme comet be picked up If rims, briers, if,.,
Irevaber, or 'Ow foreign alyets ore wised with
brook.
Please dip, owe, Mad abide by these rogaietioos.
There MI be no other swami type *orifices roe-
tiered by the Department of Streets-Saaltatiou until
the leaf pick" this M.
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